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1. Introduction
Phylogenetic inference is one of the central problems in computational biology. It consists in
finding the best tree that explains the evolutionary history of species from a given dataset.
Various phylogenetic reconstruction methods have been proposed in the literature. Most of
them use one optimality criterion (or objective function) to evaluate possible solutions in
order to determine the best tree. On the other hand, several researches (Huelsenbeck, 1995;
Kuhner & Felsenstein, 1994; Tateno et al., 1994) have shown important differences in the
results obtained by applying distinct reconstruction methods to the same input data. Rokas
et al. (2003) pointed out that there are several sources of incongruity in phylogenetic
analysis: the optimality criterion employed, the data sets used and the evolutionary
assumptions concerning data. In other words, according to the literature, the selection of the
reconstruction method has a great inuence on the results.
In this context, a multi-objective approach can be a relevant contribution since it can search
for phylogenies using more than one criterion and produce trees which are consistent with
all employed criteria. Recently, Handl et al. (2006) discussed the current and future
applications of multi-objective optimization in bioinformatics and computational biology
problems. Poladian & Jermiin (2006) showed how multi-objective optimization can be used
in phylogenetic inference from various conicting datasets. The authors highlighted that this
approach reveals sources of such conicts and provides useful information for a robust
inference. Coelho et al. (2007) propose a multi-objective Artificial Immune System (De
Castro & Timmis, 2002) approach for the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees. The
developed algorithm, called omniaiNet, was employed to find a set of Pareto-optimal trees
that represent a trade-off between the minimum evolution (Kidd & Sgaramella, 1971) and
the least-squares criteria (Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards, 1967). Compared to the tree found by
Neighbor Joining (NJ) algorithm (Saitou & Nei, 1987), solutions obtained by omni-aiNet
have better minimum evolution and least squares scores.
In this paper, we propose a multi-objective approach for phylogenetic reconstruction using
maximum parsimony (Fitch, 1972) and maximum likelihood (Felsenstein, 1981) criteria. The
basis of this approach and preliminary results were presented in (Cancino & Delbem,
2007a,b). The proposed technique, called PhyloMOEA, is a multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm (MOEA) based on the NSGA-II (Deb, 2001). The PhyloMOEA output is a set of
Source: New Achievements in Evolutionary Computation, Book edited by: Peter Korosec,
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distinct solutions representing a trade-off between the criteria considered. Results show the
found trees are statistically consistent with the maximum parsimony and maximum
likelihood solutions calculated separately. Moreover, the clade supports obtained from the
trees found by Phylo-MOEA approximate, in general, the clade posterior probabilities of
trees inferred by Bayesian inference methods.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2. presents a brief introduction to the
phylogenetic reconstruction methods. Section 3. introduces the key concepts of genetic
algorithms and their application in phylogenetic inference. Section 4. provides background
information about multi-objective optimization. Section 5. presents a detailed description of
PhyloMOEA. Section 6. discusses the experiment results involving four nucleotide datasets
and discusses the main results. Finally, Section 7. presents conclusions and proposes future
work.

2. Phylogenetic reconstruction
Phylogenetic analysis studies the evolutionary relationships among species. The data used
in this analysis usually come from sequence data (nucleotide or aminoacid sequences),
morphological features, or other types of data (Felsenstein, 2004). Frequently, researchers
only use data from contemporary species due the information about past species is
unknown. Consequently, the phylogenetic reconstruction is only an estimation process since
it is based on incomplete information (Swofford et al., 1996).
The evolutionary history of species under analysis is often represented as a leaf-labelled
tree, called phylogenetic tree. The actual species (or taxons) are represented by the external
nodes of the tree. The past species (ancestors) are referred by internal nodes of the tree.
Nodes are connected by branches which may have an associated length value, representing
the evolutionary distance between the nodes connected by the branch. It is important to
stress that a phylogenetic tree is a hypothesis (of many possible ones) concerning the
evolutionary events in the history of species.
A phylogenetic tree can be rooted or unrooted. In a rooted tree, there is a special node called
root, which defines the direction of the evolution, determining ancestral relationships
among nodes. An unrooted tree only shows the relative positions of nodes without an
evolutionary direction.
The main objective of the phylogenetic inference is the determination of the best tree that
explains the evolutionary events of the species under analysis. Several phylogenetic
reconstruction methods have been proposed in the literature. Swofford et al. (1996)
separated phylogenetic reconstruction methods into two categories:
1. Algorithmic methods, which use well-defined steps to generate a tree. An important
feature of these methods is that they go directly to the final solution without examining
many alternatives in the search space. Consequently, the solutions are quickly
produced by these methods. Clustering approaches like NJ (Saitou & Nei, 1987) are in
this category.
2. Optimality criterion methods, which basically have two components: an objective
function (optimality criterion) and a search mechanism. The objective function is used
to score each possible solution. The search mechanism walks through the tree search
space in order to find the best scored tree according to the criterion used. Optimality
methods are slower than algorithmic methods, however, they often provide more
accurate answers (Huelsenbeck, 1995). Examples of optimality criterion methods are
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maximum parsimony (Fitch, 1972), maximum likelihood (Felsenstein, 1981) and least
squares (Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards, 1967).
One of the main problems in phylogenetic inference is the size of the tree search space
which increases exponentially in function of the number of taxons. In the case of optimality
criterion methods, this means that the search mechanism requires heuristic techniques,
which are able to find adequate solutions in reasonable running time for large or even
moderate datasets. Exhaustive and exact search techniques can also be employed, although
their use is constrained to problems with a small number of species.
Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 present a brief review of the criteria employed in this study:
maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference.
2.1 Maximum parsimony
The parsimony principle states that the simplest hypothesis concerning an observed
phenomenon must always be preferred. Parsimony methods search for a tree that minimizes
the number of character state changes (or evolutionary steps). This tree, called maximum
parsimony tree, refers to the simplest explanation of the evolutionary history for the species
in a given dataset (Felsenstein, 2004).
Let D be a dataset containing n species. Each specie has N sites, where dij is the character
state of specie i at site j. Given tree T with node set V (T) and branch set E(T), the
parsimony score of T is defined as (Swofford et al., 1996):

(1)
where wj refers to the weight of site j, vj and uj are, respectively, the character states of nodes
v and u at site j for each branch (u, v) in T and C is the cost matrix, such that C(vj , uj) is the
cost of changing from state vj to state uj . The leaves of T are labelled by character states of
species from D, i.e., a leaf representing k-th species has a character state dkj for position j. The
following properties can be noted from Equation (1):
1. Parsimony criterion assumes independence of sites, i.e., each site is evaluated
separately;
2. The calculation of the parsimony score only takes into account the tree topology. Thus,
the parsimony criterion does not incorporate other information, like branch lengths.
There are several variants of the parsimony criterion. One of the simplest is the Fitch
parsimony (Fitch, 1972), which assumes a unitary cost matrix such that Cxy = 1 if x ≠ y;
otherwise Cxy = 0. The Fitch and even other more complex variants of parsimony can be
even generalized for arbitrary cost matrix and restrictions of state changes (Sankoff, 1985).
Given a tree T, it is necessary to determine the character states of its internal nodes such that
PS(T) is minimized. This is also known as the small parsimony problem. In the case of the
Fitch parsimony, a post-order traversal in T is enough to minimize PS(T) (this procedure is
known as Fitch algorithm (Fitch, 1972)). In the case of generalized parsimony, the small
parsimony problem can be solved by applying the Sankoff algorithm (Sankoff, 1985).
Having defined an algorithm to minimize PS(T) for a given tree T, we should determine the
tree T* such that PS(T*) is the minimum for all tree search space. The problem of finding T*
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is called large parsimony problem, which was proved to be NP-hard (Felsenstein, 2004).
However, several heuristic techniques have been proposed to overcome such a difficulty
(Goloboff, 1996).
2.2 Maximum likelihood
Likelihood is a widely-used statistical measurement. It evaluates the probability of a
hypothesis giving rise to the observed data (Swofford et al., 1996). Thus, a hypothesis with
higher probability is preferred to one with lower probability. The likelihood of a
phylogenetic tree, denoted by L = P(D|T,M), is the conditional probability of the sequence
data D given a tree T and an evolutionary model M, which contains several parameters
related to tree branch lengths and a sequence substitution model (Felsenstein, 2004). Two
assumptions are necessary to compute likelihoods:
1. Evolution at different sites is independent;
2. Evolution from different tree lineages is independent, i.e., each subtree evolves
separately.
Given a tree T, L(T) is calculated from the product of partial likelihoods from all sites:

(2)
where Lj(T) = P(Dj|T,M) is the likelihood at site j. The site likelihoods can also be expressed
as:
(3)
where r is the root node of T, rj refers to any possible state of r at site j, πrj is the frequency of
state rj, and Cj(rj, r) is the conditional likelihood of the subtree rooted by r. More
specifically, Cj(rj, r) is the probability that everything that is observed from node r to the
leaves of T, at site j, given r has state rj . Let u and v be the immediate descendants of r, then
Cj(rj , r) can be formulated as:

(4)

where uj and vj refer to any possible state of nodes u and v, respectively. trv and tru are the
lengths of the branch connecting node r to nodes v and u, respectively. P(rj, uj, tru) is the
probability of changing from state rj to state uj during evolutionary time tru. Similarly, P(rj,
vj, trv) is the probability of changing from state rj to state vj at time tvu. Both probabilities are
provided by the evolutionary model M.
An efficient method to calculate L was proposed by Felsenstein (Felsenstein, 1981) using a
dynamic programming approach, where L is obtained by a post-order traversal in T.
Usually, it is convenient to work with logarithmic values of L, then Equation (2) results in:
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(5)
The likelihood calculation presented in this section assumes that sites evolve at equal rates.
However, this assumption is often violated in real sequence data (Yang, 2006). Several
among site-rate variation (ASRV) approaches can be incorporated in model M. One of the
most employed ASRV approaches is the discrete-gamma model (Yang, 1994) where
variables rates at sites follow a Γ distribution discretized in a number of categories. Several
studies (Huelsenbeck, 1995; Tateno et al., 1994) have pointed out that the use of ASRV
models can improve the results of the likelihood inference. However, ASRV models also
increase the computational cost of the likelihood calculations.
In order to maximize L for a given tree T, it is necessary to optimize the parameters of
model M (i.e: branch lengths and parameters of the substitution model chosen), which can
be achieved using classical optimization methods (Felsenstein, 2004). Finding the maximum
likelihood tree in the search space is a more difficult problem. Moreover, only heuristic
approaches (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003; Lemmon & Milinkovitch, 2002; Lewis, 1998;
Stamatakis & Meier, 2004) are feasible for large or even moderate datasets.
2.3 Bayesian Inference
Bayesian Inference methods have been more recently applied to phylogenetic inference
(Larget & Simon, 1999; Rannala & Yang, 1996). The main objective of these methods is the
calculation of the posterior probability of a tree topology and a model given the data.
Let D be a dataset containing n species. Let Ti be the i-th tree topology from NT tree possible
topologies for n species. Let M be the model containing parameters as branch lengths and
an sequence substitution model. The posterior probability of tree Ti given D is expressed by:
(6)
where P(D|Ti,M) is the likelihood of Ti and P(Tj, M) (P(Ti, M)) refers to the prior probability
of tree Tj (Ti) and the parameters of M. The prior probabilities for tree topologies and
parameters of M are specified in advance. Calculating the denominator from Equation 6
involves summing over all tree topologies and integrating over all parameters of M. This
calculation is feasible only for small trees. To avoid this problem, the Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods have been employed (Yang, 2006).
The MCMC algorithm walks through the tree topology and the parameter spaces. At the
end of an MCMC execution, a sample of its iterations can be summarized in a
straightforward way (Yang, 2006). For example, the tree topology with the highest posterior
probability, called MAP tree, corresponds to the most visited tree during MCMC execution.
Posterior probabilities from other tree topologies are calculated in a similar way. Moreover,
it is also possible to calculate clade posterior probabilities of the MAP tree. In this case, the
clade posterior probability refers to the proportion of visited trees that include the clade.
Mr.Bayes (Ronquist et al., 2005) and BAMBE (Larget & Simon, 1998) are programs that
implement Bayesian inference applied to phylogenetic reconstruction.
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3. Genetic algorithms in phylogenetic inference
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are metaheuristics (Alba, 2005) that can be used in phylogenetic
inference. In the following paragraphs, GAs and their application to phylogenetic analysis
are discussed.
Genetic Algorithms are search and machine learning techniques inspired by natural
selection principles (Goldberg, 1989). They have been applied to a wide range of problems
of science and engineering (Deb, 2001). A GA uses a set of individuals, called population,
where each individual represents solutions for a given optimization problem. A fitness
value, based on the problem objective function, is associated with each individual in the
population. Individuals are internally codified using a data structure that must be able to
store all relevant problem variables and represent all feasible solutions.
First, a GA creates an initial population and calculates the fitness of its individuals. Then, a
new population is generated using three genetic operators: selection, crossover and
mutation (Goldberg, 1989). The selection operator uses individuals'fitness to choose
adequate candidates to generate the next population. Features of the selected candidates are
combined by the crossover operator and new offspring solutions are created. Then, small
modifications are performed in offspring solutions by the mutation operator at a very low
rate. The new individuals are stored in the next population. While crossover is useful to
explore the search space, mutation can help to escape from local optima. The average fitness
of the new population is expected to be better than the average fitness of the previous
population. This process is repeated until a stop criterion has been reached. The selection
operator leads Gas towards an optimal or near-optimal solution in the fitness landscape. The
solutions found by the GA are in the final population.
Various papers have described the application of GAs to the phylogeny problem focused on
one optimality criterion. Matsuda (1996) performed the first application of GAs to
phylogenetic inference using the maximum likelihood criterion. Lewis (1998) proposed
GAML, a GA for maximum likelihood, which introduces a sub-tree swap crossover and
mutation operator based on SPR (Sub-tree Pruning and Regrafting (Swofford et al., 1996))
branch swapping. In his study, Lewis used the HKY85 (Hasegawa et al., 1985) evolutionary
model whose parameters are included in the encoding of the individual. Thus, GAML
optimized the tree topology, branch lengths and parameters of HKY85 model
simultaneously.
Katoh et al. (2001) proposed GA-mt, a GA for maximum likelihood, which outputs multiple
trees in the final population. These trees include the maximum likelihood tree and multiple
alternatives that are not significantly worse compared with the best one. GA-mt also takes
into account ASRV in the likelihood calculation. The crossover is a tree swap operator and
the mutation is based on TBR (Tree Bisection and Reconnection (Swofford et al., 1996))
topological modifications. GA-mt employs Initial trees taken from bootstrap resampling
analysis (Felsenstein, 2004).
Lemmon and Milinkovitch developed METAPIGA (Lemmon & Milinkovitch, 2002), a
metapopulation GA (metaGA) for phylogenetic inference using maximum likelihood. In the
proposed metaGA, several populations evolve simultaneously and cooperate in the search
for the optimal solutions. METAPIGA combines advantages such as fast search for optimal
trees, identification of multiple optima, fine control over algorithm speed and accuracy,
production of branch support values (Felsenstein, 2004) and user-friendly interface. Another
key element proposed by the authors is the consensus pruning mechanism. This procedure
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identifies the common regions (partitions) that are shared by trees in populations. These
regions are protected against changes introduced by topological modifications. Thus, the
search is only focused on the unprotected regions until no more changes are allowed.
METAPIGA includes a subtree swap crossover operator and several mutation operators
based on SPR, NNI (Nearest Neighbor Interchange (Swofford et al., 1996)), taxa swap and
subtree swap topological changes. These operators are applied only if they do not destroy
any consensus region.
Zwickl (2006) proposed a GA approach called GARLI (Genetic Algorithm for Rapid
Likelihood). GARLI was developed in order to find the maximum likelihood tree for
moderate and large sequence data (nucleotides, aminoacids and codon sequences). The
author introduces several improvements in the topological search and branch length
optimization tasks. These novel proposals reduce significantly the computational time
required to perform the aforementioned tasks. For example, instead of optimizing all tree
branches, GARLI optimizes a branch if the tree likelihood improvement is higher than a
predetermined value. Thus, only branches that lead to a significant likelihood gain are
considered for optimization. Parallel GARLI versions were also proposed.
GAs and local search were combined by Moilanen (2001) in PARSIGAL, a hybrid GA for
phylogenetic inference using the maximum parsimony criterion. PARSIGAL uses a subtree
exchange crossover operation and, instead of mutation, a local search approach based on
NNI and TBR is employed. Using this hybrid algorithm, the GA defines the promising
regions that should contain the global optimum, while the local search quickly reaches such
a solution. PARSIGAL also includes heuristics for a fast recalculation of parsimony scores
after topological modifications performed by the local search mechanism.
Congdon (2002) proposed a GA, called GAPHYL, which uses the parsimony criterion for the
inference of phylogenetic trees. GAPHYL uses several subpopulations to avoid premature
convergence, a subtree swap crossover operator and a taxa swap mutation operator. Other
applications of GAs for phylogenetic inference employ distance-based optimality criterion
(Cotta & Moscato, 2002).
Experimental results from the researches described above have shown that Gas have better
performance and accuracy when compared to heuristics implemented in widely-used
phylogenetic software, like PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 2000) and PAUP* (Swofford, 2000).
Moreover, GAs are also suitable for use with several optimality criteria in order to solve
multi-objective optimization problems (MOOP). Section 4. briey describes MOOPs and the
application of GAs to them.

4. Multi-Objective Optimization
A MOOP deals with two or more objective functions that must be simultaneously
optimized. In this context, the Pareto dominance concept is used to compare two solutions. A
solution x dominates a solution y if x is not worse than y in all objectives and if it is better
for at least one. Solving an MOOP implies calculating the Pareto optimal set whose
elements, called Pareto optimal solutions, represent a trade-off among objective functions.
Pareto optimal solutions are not dominated by any other in the search space. The curve
formed by plotting these solutions in the objective function space is called Pareto front. If
there is no additional information regarding the relevance of the objectives, all Pareto
optimal solutions have the same importance. Deb (2001) highlights two fundamental goals
in MOOP:
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1. Finding a set of solutions as close as possible to the Pareto optimal front;
2. Finding a set of solutions as diverse as possible.
Many optimization techniques have been proposed to deal with MOOPs (Deb, 2001). The
simplest approach transforms an MOOP into a single optimization problem using a
weighted sum of objective functions. This strategy finds a single point in the Pareto front for
each weight combination. Thus, several runs using different weight values are required to
obtain a reasonable number of Pareto optimal solutions. Nevertheless, this method does not
guarantee solution diversity in the frontier. Other classical methods to deal with MOOPs
also have limitations, i.e., they need a priori knowledge of the problem, for example, target
values (which are not always available).
Evolutionary algorithms for multi-objective optimization (MOEAs) have been successfully
applied to both theoretical and practical MOOPs (Deb, 2001). In general, the most elaborated
MOEAs are capable of finding a distributed Pareto optimal set in a single run. NSGA-II,
SPEA2 (Zitzler et al., 2001), PAES (Knowles & Corne, 1999) are some of the most relevant
MOEAs available in the literature.
Section 5. describes PhyloMOEA, the proposed MOEA, which is based on the NSGA-II, to
solve the phylogenetic inference problem using maximum parsimony and maximum
likelihood criteria.

5. PhyloMOEA
In general, optimality criterion methods solve the phylogenetic reconstruction problem as a
single objective optimization problem, i.e., only a single optimality criterion (maximum
parsimony, maximum likelihood, etc.) is employed to evaluate possible solutions. As a
consequence, the results obtained from diverse phylogenetic methods often disagree. A
feasible alternative is a multi-objective approach which takes into account several criteria
simultaneously. This approach not only enables the determination of the best solution
according to each criterion separately, but also finds intermediate solutions representing a
trade-off among the criteria used. The following Subsections describe the proposed
algorithm.
5.1 Internal encoding
A phylogenetic tree are usually represented using an unrooted tree data structure. An
internal node is represented as a circular linked list, where each node has a pointer to its
adjacent nodes (Felsenstein, 2004). The degree of an internal node defines the number of
elements in the list.
On the other hand, PhyloMOEA employs a standard graph structure provided by the Graph
Template Library (GTL) (Forster et al., 2004). GTL facilitates the implementation of genetic
operators and the storage of additional information, such as branch lengths. Furthermore,
parsimony and likelihood criteria can operate on rooted or unrooted trees.
5.2 Initial solutions
PhyloMOEA uses two populations, a parent population and an offspring population, as
NSGA-II does. The parent population is denoted as Pi, where i refers to the i-th generation.
In the first generation, solutions from P1 are created by an initialization procedure. In
subsequent generations, Pi stores the best solutions found in the previous i–1 iterations.
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Solutions from Pi are also used to create the offspring population, denoted by Qi, by
applying selection, crossover and mutation operators.
PhyloMOEA can generate initial random trees in P1; however, these trees are poor
estimations of the maximum parsimony and likelihood trees. In this case, the PhyloMOEA's
convergence is severely affected. In order to overcome this drawback, the initial solutions
are provided by maximum likelihood, maximum parsimony and bootstrap analysis, which
are performed before PhyloMOEA's execution. This strategy is usually employed by other
GA-based phylogenetic programs (Katoh et al., 2001; Lemmon & Milinkovitch, 2002). There
5.3 Objective functions
PhyloMOEA calculates parsimony scores of the unrooted trees using the Fitch algorithm
(Fitch, 1972). Several improvements to the original algorithm are detailed in the literature
(Goloboff, 1999; Ronquist, 1998). It is possible to quickly recalculate the parsimony score
after applying topological changes to the trees. Thus, unnecessary recalculations are avoided
and evaluations of solutions are fast. These improvements were not implemented in
PhyloMOEA.
The likelihood scores are calculated using the Felsenstein algorithm (Felsenstein, 1981).
However, for large datasets, this calculation is time-consuming (Swofford et al., 1996). There
are some approaches described in the literature (Larget & Simon, 1998; Stamatakis et al.,
2002) in order to overcome this problem.
5.4 Fitness evaluation
The fitness of a solution is obtained using two values: a rank and a crowding distance (Deb,
2001). The rank value is calculated using a non-dominated sorting algorithm applied to R =
Pi ∪Qi (see Section 5.2). This algorithm divides R into several frontiers, denoted by F1, F2,…,
Fj . The first frontier (F1) is formed by non- dominated solutions from R. Solutions in F1 are
removed from R and the remaining solutions are employed to calculate the next set of nondominated solutions, denoted by F2. This process is repeated in order to find F3, and so on,
until R is empty. The rank value of an individual is the index of the frontier it belongs to.

Fig. 1. Sorting by non-dominance and crowding distance used in PhyloMOEA.
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Solutions from the frontiers are copied to the next population Pi+1. As Pi and Qi have size N,
there are 2N solutions which compete for N slots in Pi+1. Solutions from frontiers Fj=1…n are
copied to Pi+1 until there are more solutions in frontier Fn than slots in Pi+1. In this case, the
individuals from Fn with the highest crowding distance values are copied to Pi+1 until Pi+1 is
fulfilled. The crowding distance is useful to maintain the population diversity. It reflects the
density of solutions around its neighborhood. This value is calculated from a perimeter
defined by the nearest neighbors in each objective. Figure 1 illustrates the non-dominated
sorting algorithm and crowding distance mechanism implemented in PhyloMOEA.
PhyloMOEA uses a tournament selection to choose individuals for reproduction. It
randomly picks two individuals from Pi and chooses the best one, which has the lowest
rank. If both solutions have the same rank, the solution with the longest crowding distance
is preferred.
5.5 Crossover operator
The crossover operator implemented in PhyloMOEA is the same operator proposed in
GAML (Lewis, 1998). It combines a subtree from two parent trees and creates two new
offspring trees. Given trees T1 and T2, this operator performs the following steps:
1. Prune a subtree s from T1;
2.

Remove all leaves from T2 that are also in s;

3.

The offspring subtree

is obtained by regrafting s to an edge randomly chosen from T2.

is created in a similar way: prune a subtree from T2 and
The second offspring, denoted as
regraft it in T1. Figure 2 illustrates this operator.

Fig. 2. Example of the crossover operator.
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5.6 Mutation operator
There are three well-known topological modifications used in phylogenetic inference: NNI,
SPR and TBR (See Section 3.). NNI was employed in PhyloMOEA, since it performs fewer
topological modifications than the others. This mutation operator performs the following
steps:
1. Choose an interior branch whose connected nodes i, j define two pairs of neighbors: A,
B adjacent to i (A,B ≠j) and C, D adjacent to j (C,D ≠i);
2. Execute a swap of two nodes taken from each pair of neighbors.
Figure 3 illustrates the NNI mutation operator. This operator also modifies branch lengths in
order to improve the tree likelihood value. Some branches, chosen at random, have their
lengths multiplied by a factor obtained from a Γ-distribution (Lewis, 1998).

Fig. 3. Example of NNI mutation operator.
Branch lengths from trees in the final population are optimized using a non-decreasing
Newton-Raphson method described by Yang (2006). Since this optimization is timeconsuming, it is applied only after a PhyloMOEA execution.

6. Results
This section describes the performed tests and analysis of the results. PhyloMOEA was
tested using four nucleotide datasets:
1. The rbcL_55 dataset comprises 55 sequences (each sequence has 1314 sites) of the rbcL
chloroplast gene from green plants (Lewis, 1998);
2. The mtDNA_186 dataset contains 186 human mitochondrial DNA sequences (each
sequence has 16608 sites) obtained from The Human Mitochondrial Genome Database
(mtDB) (Ingman & Gyllensten, 2006);
3. The RDPII_218 dataset comprises 218 prokaryotic sequences of RNA (each sequence
has 4182 sites) taken from the Ribosomal Database Project II (Cole et al., 2005);
4. Finally, the ZILLA_500 dataset includes 500 rbcL sequences (each sequence has 1428
sites) from plant plastids (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003).
The optimization using maximum parsimony was performed by program NONA for the
four datasets. Similarly, maximum likelihood analysis was carried out using programs
RAxML-V and PHYML. The discrete-gamma HKY85 model (HKY85+Γ) was used to
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consider ASRV. RAxML-V calculates the likelihood using the HKY85CAT model
(Stamatakis, 2006), which is an approximation of the HKY85+Γ. The branch lengths of the
tree obtained by RAxML - V and the parameters of the HYK85+Γ model were optimized
using PHYML. The aforementioned programs include sophisticated heuristics that produce
satisfactory and fast results. Table 1 shows the parsimony and likelihood scores obtained
from these programs. Such values represent extreme points of the Pareto front for the two
objectives (parsimony and likelihood).

Table 1. Parsimony and likelihood scores of the phylogenies found by NONA and RAxMLV+PHYML.
The trees in the initial population were generated from a bootstrap analysis applied to each
dataset by using software PHYML, which employs the BIONJ algorithm (Gascuel, 1997) to
each replication. The parsimony and likelihood scores of solutions obtained by the BIONJ
algorithm are close to the scores shown in Table 1. However, for RDPII_218 and
ZILLA_500 datasets, the tree topologies obtained by bootstrap were not close enough to
those produced by NONA and RAxML-V+PHYML. Consequently, the PhyloMOEA's
convergence is slower in this case. TO mitigate this effect, all solutions from Table 1 were
included in the initial population.
Table 2 shows the parameters of PhyloMOEA used for the experiments. The ZILLA_500
dataset requires the largest number of generations and population size since it contains a
larger number of species.

Table 2. Parameters used by PhyloMOEA in the experiments.
Due to the stochastic nature of GAs, PhyloMOEA was run 10 times for each dataset. At the
end of each run, the solutions provided by PhyloMOEA could be classified into two types:
1. Pareto-optimal Solutions (POS), which are the non-dominated solutions of the final
population;
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2.

Final Solutions (FS), which include POS and the trees that have equal parsimony scores
and different likelihood scores. These trees are promising from the perspective of
parsimony criterion.
Table 3 shows the best score, average score and standard deviation (σ) for the maximum
parsimony and maximum likelihood criteria for all executions. The values in bold (Table 3)
indicate the parsimony and likelihood scores improved by PhyloMOEA when compared
with scores from Table 1. This improvement only occurs in the mtDNA_186 dataset. On the
other hand, the standard deviation of parsimony score for this dataset indicates that the best
solutions found by PhyloMOEA can be inferior than the one found by NONA.
The number of FS found for each execution can also be used to evaluate the ability of
PhyloMOEA to reproduce results. Table 4 shows the maximum, average and standard
deviation of the number of solutions in the two types of solution sets (POS and FS) for all
executions. The low standard deviation values indicate the robustness of PhyloMOEA's
behavior.

Table 3. Summary of the results found by PhyloMOEA for parsimony and likelihood
criteria.

Table 4. Summary of experiment results for the number of solutions found by PhyloMOEA.
Figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(c) and 4(d) show the Pareto fronts obtained in one PhyloMOEA
execution for rbcL_55, mtDNA_186, RDPII_218 and ZILLA_500 datasets, respectively.
Parsimony scores are represented in the horizontal axis while likelihood scores are
represented in the vertical one. These Figures also show Final Solutions near the Pareto
front. Since the parsimony scores are integer values, the resulting Pareto front is a
discontinuous set of points. The two extreme points from the frontier represent the
maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood trees found by PhyloMOEA. If both points
are close to each other, a reduced number of intermediate solutions is expected. This is the
case for rbcL_55 and mtDNA_186 datasets, as illustrated in Figures. 4(a) and 4(b). Moreover,
Table 3 shows a smaller number of trees in the Pareto front found for both datasets. On the
other hand, extreme points in RDPII_218 and ZILLA_500 datasets are distant from each
other. Consequently, there is a greater number of intermediate solutions, as shown in Figs.
4(c) and 4(d) and in Table 4. Nevertheless, PhyloMOEA was able to find a relatively large
number of FS for all datasets.
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Fig. 4. POS and FS for the employed datasets.
Solutions from POS and FS were compared using the Shimodaira-Hasegawa test (SH test)
(Shimodaira & Hasegawa, 1999). The SH-test calculates a P–value for each solution, which
indicates if a tree is significantly worse than the best scored tree according to a criterion. If a
tree has a P–value lower than a given bound (usually 0.05), it can be rejected. The SH-test
was performed for parsimony and likelihood criteria using PHYLIP and PAML (Yang,
1997), respectively.
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the results from the applications of the SH-test to POS and FS for
each dataset showing the number of non-rejected (P ≥ 0.05) and rejected (P < 0.05) trees
according to parsimony and likelihood criteria. It can be noted in Table 5 that there are few
rejected POS for the rcbL_55 and mtDNA_186 dataset in both criteria. This is due to the
extreme solutions in the Pareto front having their parsimony and likelihood scores close
and, therefore, intermediate solutions cannot be rejected. On the other hand, extreme
solution scores for RDPII_218 and ZILLA_500 datasets are more distant. Thus, SH-test rejects
a larger number of POS for parsimony and likelihood criteria.
In the case of the FS, the SH-test applied to parsimony and likelihood criteria rejects most of
the solutions for rbcL_55, RDPII_218 and ZILLA_500 datasets. On the other hand, the SH-test
for parsimony criteria does not reject most of the FS from the mtDNA_186 dataset. It reveals
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that parsimony scores for FS are close to the best parsimony score found. The likelihood
scores of FS from the mtDNA_186 dataset are also close to the maximum likelihood score,
however, the proportion of rejected solutions is greater in this case.

Table 5. Summary of SH-test results for POS.

Table 6. Summary of SH-test results for FS.
It can also be noted from Tables 5 and 6 that the number of non-rejected FS is greater than
the number of non-rejected POS. In most of the cases, the number of non-rejected solutions
is doubled. Thus, the criterion used to maintain relevant solutions for the parsimony
criterion was also useful to find alternative solutions according to the likelihood criterion.
We should highlight that the SH-test was designed to be applied for one criterion, i.e. this is
not a multi-criteria test. However, the SH-test shows that some of the POS are not
significantly worse than the best trees resulting from a separate analysis. Thus, PhyloMOEA
was able to find intermediate solutions (distinct trees) that are consistent with the best
solutions obtained from the parsimony and likelihood criteria.
Clade supports were calculated using the POS and FS. The support for a clade represents
the proportion of trees which include such clade (Felsenstein, 2004). These values were
compared with the clade posterior probabilities resulting from a Bayesian inference analysis.
This analysis was performed for four datasets using Mr.Bayes. The number of Mr.Bayes
iterations was fixed to 1.000.000 for rbcL_55 and mtDNA_186 datasets, 1.500.000 for the
RDPII 218 dataset and 2.000.000 for the ZILLA_500 dataset. The evolutionary model
employed was HKY85+Γ. The default values of the remaining Mr.Bayes'parameters were
maintained.
The clades shared by trees found by PhyloMOEA and Mr. Bayes were classified into 7 types
in order to facilitate the analysis:
•
Type I: clade belongs only to intermediate trees. This type of clade is not present in the
maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood trees;
•
Type II: clade is only in the maximum parsimony tree;
•
Type III: clade belongs to the maximum parsimony tree and intermediate trees;
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•
•
•
•

Type IV: clade is only in the maximum likelihood tree;
Type V: clade belongs to the maximum likelihood and intermediate trees;
Type VI: clade is included in both maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood trees;
Type VII: clade is contained in maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood and
intermediate trees.
Tables 7–10 illustrate the results of the comparison of the clades for rbcL_55, mtDNA_186,
RDPII_218 and ZILLA_500 datasets, respectively. These Tables are divided into two parts
which show the results for the shared clades of Mr.Bayes trees with PhyloMOEA POS and
FS, respectively. The columns of these tables displays the clade type, the number of clades
for each type, the PhyloMOEA mean clade support and the Mr.Bayes mean clade posterior
probability. The values in bold indicate the highest support by PhyloMOEA and Mr.Bayes.
Results from Tables 7–10 indicate that most of the clades shared between PhyloMOEA and
Mr.Bayes trees belong to types I,III,V and VII. However, only clades type V and VII have
average clade support larger than 0.5 in most of the cases. This imply that PhyloMOEA and
Mr.Bayes support clades that are shared among maximum likelihood and/or maximum

Table 7. PhyloMOEA and Mr.Bayes clade support for the rbcL_55 dataset.

Table 8. PhyloMOEA and Mr.Bayes clade support for the mtDNA_186 dataset.

Table 9. PhyloMOEA and Mr.Bayes clade support for the RDPII_218 dataset.
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Table 10. PhyloMOEA and Mr.Bayes clade support for the ZILLA_500 dataset.
parsimony and intermediate trees. Moreover, the difference between PhyloMOEA and
Mr.Bayes average support is small for clades type VII; while the same difference for clades
type V is greater. On the other hand, most of the clades support values for types I, II, III and
VI are low.
Figures 5(a)–5(d) shows the PhyloMOEA and Mr.Bayes clade support values for rbcL_55,
mtDNA_186, RDPII_218 and ZILLA_500 datasets. Only support values for clades type V and
VII are displayed in these Figures. Most of the points for which PhyloMOEA clade supports
approximates Mr.Bayes posterior probabilities are located around the [1,1] coordinate.
Moreover, these points correspond to type VII clades.

Fig. 5. PhyloMOEA clade support vs. Mr.Bayes posterior probability values for the dataset tested.
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an MOEA approach, called PhyloMOEA which solves the
phylogenetic inference problem using maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood
criteria. The PhyloMOEA's development was motivated by several studies in the literature
(Huelsenbeck, 1995; Jin & Nei, 1990; Kuhner & Felsenstein, 1994; Tateno et al., 1994), which
point out that various phylogenetic inference methods lead to inconsistent solutions.
Techniques using parsimony and likelihood criteria yield to different trees when they are
applied separately to the four nucleotide datasets used in the experiments. On the other
hand, PhyloMOEA was applied to the four datasets and found a set of trees that represents
a trade-off between these criteria. POS and FS trees obtained by PhyloMOEA were
statistically evaluated using the SH-test. The results of this test suggest that several
PhyloMOEA solutions are consistent with the criteria used. It is important to observe that
the PhyloMOEA trees are not directly comparable with trees obtained by other phylogenetic
reconstruction programs since these programs consider only one optimality criterion.
Moreover, support values for clades included in trees obtained by PhyloMOEA were
calculated. The clades were classified into several types according to the type of trees the
clade is in: maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood or intermediate trees. Support values
were compared with clade posterior probabilities reported by Mr.Bayes for the four test
datasets used. The results show that PhyloMOEA clade support closely approximates
Mr.Bayes posterior probabilities if the clades found in the set of trees correspond to
intermediate and maximum likelihood/maximum parsimony trees.
Despite the relevant results found by PhyloMOEA, there are aspects that could be addressed
in order to improve the algorithm and corresponding results:
•
PhyloMOEA requires several hours to find acceptable Pareto-solutions if initial trees are
poorly estimated. This problem can be improved taking into account local search
strategies (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003; Stamatakis & Meier, 2004). PhyloMOEA's
performance is also decreased by the likelihood calculation, which is computationally
intensive. As mentioned in Section 5.3, there are other techniques that address this
problem (Larget & Simon, 1998; Stamatakis & Meier, 2004);
•
The proposed algorithm does not optimize parameters of the evolution model
employed in the likelihood calculation. These values can be included in each solution
such that they can be optimized during the algorithm execution (Lewis, 1998);
•
PhyloMOEA uses only Fitch parsimony which has a unitary state change cost matrix.
The use of more complex parsimony models or even generalized parsimony can
improve the results (Swofford et al., 1996);
•
Clade support obtained from PhyloMOEA trees can be also compared with bootstrap
support values. A bootstrap analysis, using parsimony and likelihood criteria
separately, enables the separation of clades that best support the maximum parsimony
and maximum likelihood trees. This could lead to a better comparison between
PhyloMOEA and bootstrap clade support values;
•
This research has not investigated the metrics for convergence and diversity of the
obtained Pareto front. Measurements for convergence are difficult to obtain since the
Pareto front is unknown in this case. On the other hand, various diversity metrics found
in the literature (Deb, 2001) can be investigated;
The experiments have shown that PhyloMOEA can make relevant contributions to
phylogenetic inference. Moreover, there are remaining aspects that can be investigated to
improve the current approach.
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